IPeople Data Exchange In a day and age where EHR’s determine how the game is played,
hospitals are seeing an increase in the sharing of patient data across various systems. The ability for each system to
interact and function with other systems bi-directionally is crucial to quality healthcare. With multiple systems in
place the question then becomes do you have the best of breed and is your staff knowledgeable of each system? If
there is a lack of knowledge on any one system then there is potential for duplicate medical records, date entry
errors, gaps in information, and not knowing how the data is related. Unifying your patient data ensures data
integrity and up-to-date data.

IPeople Interface Delivery
IPeople - The Interface Experts! With our knowledge base and the foundation on which IPeople was started
(developing an interface to MEDITECH), our talented staff knows how the HCIS data fits and flows and will provide
you with the wonderful resources to work with your vendors. IPeople is the MEDITECH interface expert! Our
innovative and dependable interface solutions allow you to transmit data to and from your HCIS system in
standard formats, including HL7, XML, JSON, proprietary formats, and other industry standard protocols such as
FHIR. Use IPeople Interfaces when you need to share data, enhance communication or improve your workflow.

Remember! We Get Your Data!
•

Outbound Integration from your HCIS: Our dependable outbound interfaces query the HCIS system
directly and transmit data to the destination system based on specified formats, including HL7, XML, JSON,
proprietary formats, and other industry protocols such as FHIR

•

Inbound Integration to your HCIS: At IPeople, we upload every workflow through our dependable scripting
solution to ensure that your organization is not breaking any rules regarding your HCIS maintenance.

•

Custom Integration from your HCIS: We understand that a standard interface may not integrate with 3rd
party systems. We offer custom interfaces to meet all needs even if your vendor says it is impossible.

•

Workflow Automation: IPeople’s powerful integration provides enhanced workflow and process
automation for your HCIS system. The powerful, interactive solution is the launch point for limitless workflow
improvements. The robust automation capabilities of our integration permit you to easily build best practices
into the HCIS system, ensure data integrity, eliminate redundancy, reduce costs, save time and enhance
employee performance.

IPeople Select DR
Don’t have time to build your own data repository? Need gaps filled with your existing DR? Take advantage of
pre-packaged data repository downloads that will set you on the right path. Have confidence knowing your data
repository was built using best practices, tuned to be as efficient as possible, and with full auditing in place.

“With IPeople we now have the ability to launch from Meditech directly to our HIE vendor instead of users
actually signing into Meditech which results in time savings. IPeople has been great to work with throughout
the vendor process as well.”
Maria De La Torre / HIE Integration Analyst / Citrus Valley
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Guaranteed Up-Time
IPeople interfaces include monitoring and notifications so that the IPeople staff is notified anytime a possible
issue arises. We have 24×7 support ready to help in any way to ensure that the interfaces are always running!
Our interfaces also include auto-recovery and auditing of every step ensuring that all data is sent.

IPeople Vendor Integration
Healthcare interoperability is not going to go away. As hospitals implement new HCIS’s in place of their old ones,
the need for synchronized systems will force third party vendors seek out integration companies like IPeople for
their system proprietary integration needs. Working with a proprietary system can prove costly and time intensive
without the proper expertise and guidance. With our team of MEDITECH experts at your side, development of your
integration projects will be with the highest quality in the industry, on time, and within budget.
•

Bi-Directional Integration: Our dependable bi-directional interfaces interact with the HCIS system and
transmit data to and from the HCIS system based on specified formats, including HL7, XML, JSON, proprietary
formats, and other industry protocols such as FHIR.

•

In-Process Integration: Take integration between your system and the HCIS system to a new level with
powerful in-process automation. This type of integration allows users to continue working within the HCIS
system and interact with the 3rd party system for a logical workflow.

•

Launch 3rd Party Systems: IPeople provides 3rd party system launch capabilities from the HCIS or 3rd party
system, providing a harmonious integration between multiple systems.

•

Data Extractions: When integration to Microsoft SQL Server is needed, IPeople offers pre-packaged data
extractions that will ensure that you have the data you need at your fingertips.

•

APIs: We understand that a standard interface may not be what is needed to integrate with the HCIS system.
IPeople offers enhanced integration flexibility through robust API’s
o APIs for querying the HCIS data directly and on a real-time basis
o APIs for uploading data into the HCIS system via scripting
o RESTful APIs via FHIR

“Absolutely awesome in every aspect! Not sure what else I can say. Thanks IPeople!”
John Wilpula / IS Systems Analyst
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